





Charlottesvi lIe, Virginia 
The vowel structure of a word is defined as its sequence of vow­
els, such as OIOU in obvious and conscious, or AE in pattern and 
amend. The only previous Word Ways studies of vowel structure 
focused upon finding as many of the 120 permutations of AEIOU 
as possible (see "Unsociable Housemaid Discourages Facetious Be­
haviour" in November 1968, and "An AEIOU Examination" in May 
1979). In contrast, this article tackles the problems of (l) finding 
examp les of a 11 216 types of vowel structure for words having three 
vowels among AEIOUY, and (2) finding examples of all 625 types 
of vowel structure for words having four vowels among AE IOU. (One 
ideally should look for all 1296 types with Y included as a vowel, 
but there are many holes in such a list even when Webster's Sec­
ond and Webster's Third are both used.) As a lagna ippe, I a Iso 









commonest word of each 

















































an exceedingly tedious job to 





in the 216-word and 625-word lists. To be enjoyed, long word lists 
should strive to include relatively common but "interesting" words. 
The concept of interestingness is hard to define. 1 claim words 
are less interesting if they contain a common prefix or suffix. 
In the April 1983 issue of The Enigma (of the National Puzzlers I 
League), Alan Frank suggested that an interesting word is one 
which is unique in its class, such as ucalegon or naumkeag, in­
stead of one which has many members in its class, such as the 
name of a New Zealand tree or a genus of spiders. The reader 
must be the judge of the success with which I have reached my 
goa 1. For certain vowel structures such as YYU, IUUU, or UUUU, 
only one Websterian example could be found. Note that no Webster­
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alligator carburetor deception sensomotor disaccustom violator 






































































































































































































































































































































hierarchal I pistonhead botanical horizontal corpuscular multivagant truculental 
disease ~ I diocese organize noisome thoughtfulness cultivate turbulence 
chieftain tiptoeing logarithmic poisoning outbuild guitarist unsuspecting 
lr triceratops rhinoceros flotation orrisroot outhumor cultivator curmudgeon 





















































discretion nincompoop coauthor convocator quaestor tuition sulphurproof 
millennium riotous botaurus footfault ungrateful umbilicus scrupulous 
sideboard bivouac northeastward proofread substantial functional unusual 








































ichneumon simulator cholesterol compositor guardroom unillusory 
lienculus simulacrum coffeebush doohickus turnaround curriculum 
millifarad misunderstand poetical footboard unfactual subcoastal 
















































militia circumpolar molecular conjugata thunderhead utopia 
incisive misquote conjecture computable puppeteer quotient 






















































































n ignoramus romanceful chromidium congruous tuberculum **uuau** 
